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C H A P T E R

F O U R

THE CASE FOR THE SINGLE PLANE SWING | MOE NORMAN IS GOLF’S COPERNICUS
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Five hundred years ago, most people believed that

points leader for the New York Giants with 646. Similarly,

YouTube video you’ll ever find, like it was a universal

the earth was the center of the universe. That was until

American Dick Fosbury put the old-style scissor kick out

truth.

Copernicus theorized that the sun was the center. It took

to pasture in the high jump when he won the gold medal

In my opinion, hanging the arms below the shoulders

centuries for his theory to be universally accepted, but it

at the 1968 Olympics with his flop-style jump, which was

makes golf more difficult. Most golf professionals urge

changed humanity’s perception of our universe forever.

christened the ‘Fosbury flop.’

their students to stand without a club and let their arms

Consider how some maverick athletes altered our belief

Just as Gogolak and Fosbury changed their sports

hang, bend at the waist, stick their butt out, and bend

systems. Before Pete Gogolak, all North American-style

forever and Copernicus altered our perceptions of the

their knees. Many instructors urge their pupils to “feel like

football kickoffs and field goals were executed with

solar system, Moe discovered a better way to place his

an athlete” at the ball. With a wedge, the player’s hands

the straight-on toe style. Gogolak, who was born in

arms at address. With his arms extended straight out at

are close to her body; with a driver the hands are farther

Hungary where he grew up playing soccer, introduced the

the ball, Moe broke one of the tenets of golf instruction

away due to the length and flatter lie of the club, but the

soccer-style kick to football when he joined the Buffalo

that has been taught for decades—that your hands and

arms mostly hang below the shoulders.

Bills in 1964 and scored 25 percent of the team’s points

arms hang below your shoulders. This is how the address

that season. Gogolak went on to become the all-time

position is taught in just about every book, DVD, or

Perhaps I’m a heretic, but what conventional golf calls
the “athletic position,” I call “The One Mistake.”

ADDRESS | THE CONVENTIONAL SWING

ADDRESS | THE SINGLE PLANE SWING

Club and arms
align to a point
near the hips

Club and arms align
on a Single Plane
and intersect at
the mid-back

Back arched and
bent at the waist,
rear out and legs
bent at the knees

Back bent at the
waist, legs straight

Arms hang down on
one plane at address
and move to second
plane at impact

Arms and club form
a straight line along
a Single Plane at
address and impact

ADDRESS | TWO PLANE SWING

ADDRESS | SINGLE PLANE SWING

The complications of the One Mistake

to naturally align at impact. For the club shaft to move

is the foundation of the two plane swing. I believe it is

Hanging the arms below the shoulders causes biome-

upward to strike the ball, the body must move out of the

a structural and anatomical flaw—and unnatural to

chanical problems from the get-go, namely the club shaft

way. The average golfer creates distance from the ball by

boot—that complicates the task of striking a golf ball. I

starts off on a lower plane than the impact plane. To strike

straightening his legs and moving his spine backward and

am convinced through years of teaching Moe’s swing that

the ball, the club, because of naturally occurring physical

upward as the club approaches impact. This is a complex

the One Mistake is the major reason that most golfers

forces, must move up to a higher plane. Hanging the arms

anatomical movement to begin with that further compli-

are frustrated in their attempts to improve. It also places

below the shoulders also creates a spatial problem for

cates the swing. Furthermore, it is unnecessary (as we will

stress on the back that can lead to injury.

the two-plane golfer. At address and during the swing, his

discuss later).

The hang-your-arms-below-your-shoulders creed

body is too close to the ball to allow the club and trail arm
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TH E C O N VE NT I O N A L S W I N G | CO M M O N ELEM ENTS

Conventional grip | Down-the-line view

Conventional grip | Face-on view

Conventional grip | Target view

TO UNDERSTAND THE COMPLEXITIES OF THE CONVENTIONAL SWING, LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT ITS COMMON ELEMENTS
THE GRIP

• Spine is straight and angled slightly forward.

3. IMPACT | DOWN-THE-LINE VIEW

• The club is held with the fingers of the lead hand so you

• Hands and arms hang below the shoulders (this estab-

• At impact, the club and arms have moved to a position

can see your knuckles when you look down at your hand.

lishes an angle between the hands, arms, and club shaft).

where the club is now aligned with the trail arm. That

• The club is held in the fingers of the trail hand, which is

• Ball position is where the club rests, determined by

is, the forearm and club shaft now form a straight line.

hands hanging below the shoulders and how far you

To make room for the arms to straighten to this higher

stand from the ball.

plane, the legs lift the spine, which lifts the shoulders

rotated more on top of the golf club.
• The “V” formed between the thumb and index finger of
the trail hand points to the chest.
• The pinky finger on the trail hand overlaps the lead index
finger (Vardon Grip) or the trail pinky interlocks with the
index finger of the lead hand (Interlock Grip).

upward.

2. ADDRESS | FACE-ON VIEW
• Stance is shoulder-width to slightly wider (with midirons to driver).
• Lead foot is turned out. Ball is positioned between lead

1. ADDRESS | DOWN-THE-LINE VIEW
• Body in “athletic position” with knees slightly flexed and
rear end pushed out.
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foot and center of the stance.
• Shoulders are a bit tilted due to trail hand lower at
impact.

4. IMPACT | FACE-ON VIEW
• The lead arm is realigned with the club shaft, the back
of the lead hand is square to the target, and the trail arm
is bent. Note the lead leg has straightened and the lead
hip has rotated; this has moved the spine upward from
address to the impact position.

2

1

4

3

At address, club and arms
align to a point near the
hips

At impact, club and arms
align to a point near the
mid-back

Comparing address to impact in the conventional swing

a lower shaft plane to a higher impact plane is a tricky

to precisely hit a small object. All this motion must also

In comparing these two positions, I’ll ask you to focus

one. From an anatomical perspective, the body must

happen in the blink of an eye that is the downswing, which

on the club shaft angle in the down-the-line view. Note

make numerous adjustments to allow the club to move

is largely a reflexive motion that is difficult to control. The

that if we drew a line through the club shaft at address, it

to a higher position. These adjustments include:

margin for error is quite small.
The complexity of the traditional swing is the main

would go through the hips. But at impact, the club shaft

• Straightening the lead leg

line would go through the Mid-Spine.

• Rotating the lead hip

reason why the majority of amateur golfers—and even

• Raising the spine upward and away from the ball to

touring pros—struggle so much with consistency in their

This change in the impact plane from lower to upper is
why the conventional swing is called a two plane swing.

move the club shaft to impact position

The club goes away from address on the backswing on

• Lifting the trail foot

one plane and returns to impact on the downswing on a

• Forcing the creation of space from address to impact

higher plane, or what I call the impact plane.

ball-striking. Furthermore, to master the timing of all
these movements requires hours of practice.

by lifting

The impact plane is the result of the natural forces that

That is a lot of movement. And raising the spine rep-

occur when you move the golf club. This movement from

resents a major shift in the body for a motion designed
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TH E S IN G LE P L A NE S W I N G | M O E NO RM AN’S S W ING WA S UN I QUE A N D PURE GEN I US

Moe’s Single Plane Swing
The brilliance of Moe’s swing becomes even more
apparent when you think about the body as a machine
and the club as a tool to strike a ball at a target. If I were
designing this golf machine, I would eliminate all unnecessary movement to make it as precise and powerful as
possible. At address, with his straight legs and arms and
the club shaft pointing at his Mid-Spine, Moe secured a
position of considerably less variation. With his arms and
legs straight at address, he eliminated the need to change
spine position from address to impact. At address, he established the optimal amount of space between his body
and the ball to reach impact without lifting his body. Moe
positioned his body in a way that minimized error.
Moe created his Single Plane Swing at address. He
achieved this mainly by placing his hands and arms on the
same plane as his club at address. As noted previously, if

Alignment of lead
hand and arm—same
as perfect impact
Spine tilted to
allow for proper
shoulder and arm
movement
Palm of trail hand
faced up to eliminate
rotation during the
swing to impact
The back of lead hand
and forearm align with
the clubface
Lead foot turned
out slightly, trail foot
straight
Club behind the
ball aids in creating
a straight line with
the lead arm and
club shaft

you drew a line along Moe’s club shaft, it would intersect
at the same point in his back both at address and impact.
The only way to do that is to swing on a Single Plane. The
machine and tool cannot be used more precisely.
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1 • ADDRESS | FACE-ON VIEW

2 • IMPACT | FACE-ON VIEW

3

4

MOE PROVED THAT HIS SINGLE PLANE SWING WAS THE MOST CONSISTENT SWING IN GOLF

Shoulders are positioned
to help arms move the
club on-plane
Club shaft plane aligns
through a Mid-Spine
intersection point
(the same as perfect
impact)
The trail hand and arm
align with the club shaft
(due to the “non-rotational”
position)
Legs are straight,
allowing the spine
to tilt forward
The club is held in
the fingers of the
lead hand, creating a
neutral grip

3 • ADDRESS | DOWN-THE-LINE VIEW

4 • IMPACT | DOWN-THE-LINE VIEW
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As the club starts down, the
back of the lead hand and
club face are on the same
Single Plane as the arms
and club were at address.
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M O E SW U N G O N A PATH TH AT ENAB LED H IM TO HIT IT PURE EV ERY T IME

Now that we’ve examined how the address position

at impact. This alignment happens due to force applied

on that line into impact. (If not, the clubhead will travel

sets up the foundation for the Single Plane Swing, let’s

during the swing. Similar to spinning a rock tied to the end

under the plane line.)

look at club movement in more detail. Swing Plane is the

of a string, centrifugal force pulls the weight downward

If the path of the club is correct, the swing is perfectly

path upon which the club moves back and through during

and straightens the string. As the mass of the clubhead

on-plane and the ball flies straight. If the club travels well

the swing. There is an optimal angle that the club shaft

moves, the club and arm are subject to the same force

above the ideal plane line, it will strike the ball on what’s

will move so that the clubhead arrives at perfect impact.

that pulls the string straight. The L-shaped angle that

called an excessive outside path that will likely produce a

The club is designed to work in harmony with the body

forms between the club shaft and wrists during the

slice. If the club travels too far below the plane line, it will

to deliver the clubhead to impact efficiently. The lie of

backswing and downswing unhinges into a straight line

strike the ball on an excessive inside path that will likely

the clubhead—the angle of the connection between the

at impact; this allows the club to speed up and make a

produce a hook.

shaft and the head—creates a plane angle when the club

descending blow squarely on the golf ball.

We noted earlier that the conventional golfer’s club

is resting flat on the ground. This angle accommodates

To create this perfectly aligned relationship between

and arms are not aligned to the Mid-Spine at address,

the fact that the swing is a circle; it’s a circle because we

the trail arm and club, the club and trail arm must line

but through a sequence of motion, he achieves correct

rotate around our spine and we are tipped over at the

up with the Mid-Spine at address. At address, you can

alignment at impact. This demonstrates the biomechan-

waist. The ball lies on the outside edge of the circle.

see that a line drawn along the club shaft would extend

ical complexity of misaligning the arm and club shaft at

To achieve maximum efficiency and perfect impact,

through the back. The line goes through the Mid-Spine.

address.

the lead arm and the club will be aligned in a straight line

The club starts down on that line, and the hands descend
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From the top of the backswing down to impact, the
hands travel directly down the
Single Plane, allowing for square
and solid contact resulting in
consistently straight shots.
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MOE’S IMPACT WAS ALWAYS PURE AND SQUARE. NO OTHER PRO HIT WITH SUCH CONSISTENCY

Moe arrived at impact on the same plane as the highly
skilled conventional golfer. (In fact, the impact plane is the
same for the one- or two-plane swing to accommodate

of the spine is an astonishing advancement in golf

swing. As you make your way through this book on your

technique.

personal golf journey, keep in mind that resistance is

The simplicity of motion is the great advantage that

one of the key reasons that people stay stuck in many

Moe’s swing offers you. Therefore, you might ask your-

facets of their lives, especially their golf swing. The ego

The critical difference, however, is that Moe simplified

self, ‘Why wouldn’t I begin the swing on-plane from the

wants to keep you safe, so it resists change. Fear stops

the entire motion at address. Whereas the conventional

very start? Why would I want to swing in a complicated

most people from getting what they want. If you want

golfer stands at address with his hands below the im-

fashion when there is a simpler way that’s been proven

a better golf game then you must change your view of

pact plane—requiring him to raise his hands to hit the

to work?’

a perfect swing. To change, you must think differently.

the lie of the club.)

ball—Moe stood at address with his hands on the im-

There’s no denying that Moe’s address position is

Consider this: When you start hitting it farther than your

pact plane. This provided Moe with another advantage.

radically different from what most golfers conceive as

partners, out-scoring them, and winning the bets, they

Due to his address position, Moe could maintain the

ideal. And that’s the greatest resistance to Moe’s swing:

won’t be talking about your strange swing anymore.

original angle of his spine from address to impact. For a

many golfers are afraid of looking different. They don’t

Chances are they’ll be asking for advice on how to

game known for misses, eradicating excess movement

want to be needled by their friends for a strange-looking

swing like you. And Moe.
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The Single Plane Swing,
the most consistent and
repeatable in golf, is also
easier on your body.
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THE SINGLE PLANE SWING IS EASIER TO LEARN AND BETTER FOR YOUR BACK

THE CONVENTIONAL SWING | WHO NEEDS THE STRESS?

CONVENTIONAL IMPACT | DOWN-THE-LINE VIEW

Due to the One Mistake in the address position of the

1. As you swing the club down to impact, forces in your

conventional golf swing, stress is placed on the back and

upper body (torso) are moving toward the ground at

lower spine by the upward, backward, and rotational

the same time that your lower body (legs and hips) is

movement of the spine.

lifting and twisting to move the club up to the impact

Given the stress and tension of the conventionally

plane from the lower address plane.

taught swing, it is not unusual for novices to suffer some
pain while they are learning these complicated moves.
While learning the conventional swing, the novice is

2. The lower back, which comes between your hips and
torso, is compressed.

doubly challenged: you must learn to make room to swing
the club to impact due to the One Mistake, and you can
suffer an injury due to the stresses placed on your body.

3. The upper body resists while the lower body lifts and
twists, which places stress on the lower back.

With the Single Plane Swing, you can swing the club to
impact without lifting or stressing your body.
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This book is dedicated to my friend and mentor Moe Norman, the greatest ball-striker
in history and creator of the Single Plane Swing. I learned the Single Plane Swing
from Moe and made my own discovery—that the Single Plane Swing is the most efficient, repeatable, and easiest to learn swing in golf today. I have dedicated myself to
enhancing and protecting Moe’s legacy and helping golfers learn Moe’s swing so they
can have more fun and play better golf for longer. It is my goal with this book and the
Graves Golf Academy to share Moe Norman’s genius and life story with more people.
Todd Graves
Graves Golf Academy
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